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ANTI-MAT..JARIA DRAINAGE WORK IN THE NEW 
CHANGI CANTONMEN'l'. 

By MAJOR W. J. F. CRAIG, 
Royal Army Medical Corp8. 

THE new Military Cantonment of Changi is situated at the eastern end 
of Singapore Island and includes the south portion of the Island of Tekong 
Besar lying some five miles east of Changi, and also the area around 
Pengeleh Point, a tongue of land still furtl}er to the east III the State of 
Johore. 

When I first made the acquaintance of this area it consisted of 
neglected rubber estates and pineapple plantations on the hills and ridges 
and in the landward valleys, while on the flat land near the sea there were 
numerous small market gardens; also large numbers of ponds, in some of 
which water plants were grown for the feeding of pigs, in others fish were 
bred, while others were used for duck breeding. A number of meandering 
tidal creeks were flanked widely on both sides by mangrove swamps. In 
the Fairy Point and Barrack Hill areas a start had been made in the con
struction of the cantonment by the Hoyal Engineers about 1928, but before 
very much progress had been made all new construction work was stopped 
in 1929 or 1930 by order of the Labour Government then in office. At the 
time this happened the completed buildings in the station consisted of 
two barrack blocks, four blocks of six married soldiers' quarters, and seven 
officers' quarters. In addition to this building construction, two tidal 
swamps bad been earth-filled, one of which had been converted into a 
sports groulld arid the other into a railway yard and a site for future 
Royal Engineers' store sheds alld workshops. Lastly, two swampy 
valleys, viz. Marsh and Chinese Valleys, had been drained for antimalaria 
purposes by combined subsoil and surface drains. 
. Earth-fining of a swamp is not, properly speaking, an antimalaria 
measure as it is really reclamation of land from the sea with the object of 
using the ground for building sites or other purposes as was done in the 
two cases referred to above; but in these cases the treated ground was 
provided with subsoil drains, both hill· foot and parallel, during the process 
of dumping the soil borrowed from adjacent hill slopes on the site, and so 
these four systems constituted the first permanent anti malaria works 
carried out in Changi. This was done, I think, in 1929, and was designed 
by, and carried out under the direction of, Lieutenant-Colonel Playfair, 
Royal Engineers, and Major Champney, Royal Army Medical Corps, with 
the assistance of the Chief Medical Officer of Health, Singapore. It is a 
pleasure to testify to the fact that these draills, after the lap~e of six years, 
are still functioning perfectly, and this fact, in addition, gives us a very 
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16 Anti-malaTia D1'ainaqe vVork ~n new Ohangi Oantonment 

good proof of the permanent nature of this type of antimalaria measure. 
No trouble has been experienced in the working of these four systems, 
with the exception of Marsh Valley, which had again become swampy at 
the beginning of 1934, when we found that the contour drains had become 
blocked by roots in one or two places. In one case the collection of roots 
which had caused the blockage was about forty feet long. These blockages 
were removed and an additional length of subsoil drain was put in along 
the lower end of the valley on the left bank; since thetl the valley has 
remained dry. 

For the few years following the cessation of work these permanent 
measures, combined with temporary measures such as oil-spraying, etc., 
served to protect the small community situated. in the north-west corner of 
Changi very successfully, but about the time I happened to be posted to 
Changi for duty, construction work W[j,S' just recommencing and this 
l,Jrought about an extension of the inhabited military' area in many 
directions by Royal Engineer directly employed Asiatic labour; numerous 

I 
contractors' labour. gangs were living in temporary wooden huts dotted 
over a wide area, and a .little later British military units .. 

As one of the fundamental principles of anti malaria drainage work is 
to have the area to be treated completely drained before the population to 
be protected inhabits it; there was no time to be lost before commencng 
work. As is usually the way in military stations, 'there was no one left of 
those who had taken .part in the work in 1929, arid so we had to teach 
ourselves how: to: go about it. Fortunately the Lp-ague of Nations 
instituted an. advanced course in Malariology in 1934. rrhe first course 
was held in the Singapore College of Medicine in the spring of 1934, and 
I was given permission by Military Headquarters at Fort Canning to 
attend. During this course drainage work was extensively dealt with both 
in the lecture room and.in the field by Dr. J.W. Scharff, now Chief Health 
Officer, Singapore, and so a great deal of iriformation was obtained in a 
very short time. Armed with this new: knowledge I co-operated with 
Captain H. G. Brownlow, R.E., Garrison Engineer, Pulau Tekong. and 
Captain J. Farewell, D.C.R.E. Cantonment, Changi, who undertook to 
carry out this work on the Changi side. 

Our first effort was at Sphinx Valley on Pulau Tekong where there 
was already a large labour force ellgaged in construction work living in 
huts on the slope above this valley, in which, as I already knew, the 
Anopheles macnlatus, a most dangerous malaria carrier, was breedillg. 

The valley was extremely swampy with a sluggish stream meandering 
down the centre. The floor of the valley was covered with short but dense 
vegetation the roots of which were practically in free water. After 
Captain Brownlow had had a preliminary survey carried out we had a 
series of trial bore holes dug along the line of proposed contour drains. 
These showed us that the level of the water-table was only about six 
inches from the surface of the ground and that the type of soil that we 
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W. J. F. Oraig 17 

had to deal with was a beavy, blue· black, peaty clay, a mixtme of 
red laterite clay and decaying vegetation. \Vith such soil as a surface 
stratum the water table is bound to be high as the soil has very high water 
retaining properties. Tbe valley was, therefore, very suitable for sllbsoil 
drainage. 

Two trenches were then dug along the bottom of the slop eR on both 
sides of tbe valley to a depth of 5 feet, the bottom of the trencbes being 

FIG. l. - India Barracks Swamp. Completing the laying of subsoil pipes. 

smoothly graded the whole way at a slope of 1 in 300. A layer of broken 
hrick and metal was put OIl the floor or tbe trenches to prevellt. the subse
quent sinking of the pipes in the clay and so altering tbe line of tbe fall. 
'l'be agricultural drain pipes were then laid along tbe bottom of tbe trencb, 
their open ends simply heing placed togetber, starting from tbe lower end 

'

of the trencb and working up the valley. 'l'bese agricultural drain pipes 
are cylindrical pipes of red baked clay (unglazed) and eacb one is 12 incbes 
in length. \\Tben tbey are placed end to end, tbere is sufficient room for 
ground water to enter through tbis open joint, but it is not intended tbat 
water sbould enter from above as such water would carry silt with it into 

2 
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18 Anti-malaria Drainage lVor" '" new Ohangi Oantonment 

the pipe line and so ultimately block it. '1'0 prevent this we used in Sphinx 
Valley, l1nd all systems suhsequently, kneaded cl"y lOade into a sausage 
about 6 or 8 inches long aDd put over tbe top and sides of the open joints 
oC tbe drain pipes. This puddled clay not only serves to prevent water, 
roots and silt from enteriug the pipe line from above, but it belps to keep 
the line of drain pipes straight. 

The diameter of tbe pipes we used was 4 incbes for tbe head of tbe 
system and 6 incbes for the drain in tbe lower part of the valley. As 
explained above, the water that enters tbe pipe line all comes in from 
below at the open joints of tbe pipes, and coming up from below is clean 
and free of sand. Althougb tbe pipes are uDglazed and porous to a slight 

FIG. 2. Sphinx Valley Well and Pump House. Showing overflow from well which is 
fed by a branch of the contour drain. 

extent, water cannot and does not enter the sub-soil drain througb tbe 
sides, but only through the open joints. 

To prevent tree roots from creeping down and entering tbe system I 
as!<ed for all trees for 25 feet on either side of the line of tbe subsoil drains 
to be felled and tbe ground cleared and tbis bas been our practice 
since; actually, Dr. Scba.rff iuforms me, it is safer to make this limit 
40 feet. After waiting lor <1 week or two La See whether the .. va.ter in the 
trencbes continned to flow we then had the agricultural pipes put in as 
described above along the whole length of the system. Some little time 
previous to our commencing work Oil this anti malaria systenl n, large 
well had been snnk for tbe water supply of tbe barracks. Tbis well bad 
been dug to a deptb of 29 feet, but about tbe time tbe subsoil drainage 
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W. J. F. Omig 19 

was being put in, it was not delivering the amount of water required. A 
little further up tbe valley on tbe other bank of the stream we had found 
that our contour drl1in had evidently ta.pped a spring, so we led a line of 
pipes frolll the spring under the strea.m into the sub-soil line down the left 
bank and then led tbis line into tbe well, providing an overflow pipe on the 
opposite side. By this means the well has since been provided witb a 
most copious supply of perfect water (fig. 2). 

At about 150 feet intervals we sank five lengths of tile pipes vertically -

FI(l. S. - India Barrack Swamp. Showing subsoil dra.in with double line of pipes. 

from the surface of the ground down to a bole made on the upper surface 
of the borizontal tile pipe directly underneath. Tbese vertical pipes 
formed inspection eyes for tbe purpose of observing the flow of tbe system 
aftef completion of tbe work and enabled anyone inspecting the system 
later to detect and locate possible blockages. The upper length of piping 
in tbese inspection eyes we sealed over witb cement to prevent unautborized 
persons from throwing anything into tbe drain beneatb. \Ve tben filled in 
tbe trencbes witb tbe previously excavated soil except wben it was very 
clayey; in tbis case earth harrowed from the slopes of tbe valley was used 
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20 Anti-malaria Drainage Work in new Ohangi Oantonment 

and the surface of the ground then levelled as far as possible. We found 
it a small point, but a point worth observing, to heap the soil excavated in 
digging the trenches 011 the stream side of the trench, otherwise heavy rain 
coming down from the slopes of the valley was liable to wash back the 
soil into the trench. This is more important where the soil is sandy. In 
Sphinx Valley the blue clay was terribly difficult to dig and the local 
Malay inhabitants of Tekong who formed the directly employed Royal 
Engineer Labour Force here and who, being mostly ·fisherman were not 
used to this type of manual labour, had many a sore back and aching 
shoulder amongst them before they got used to the work. 

When the subsoil lines reached the boundary of the War Department 
property lower down the valley, the level of the valley was nearly sea level, 
so we brought the subsoil pipe line a little nearer to the surface than 
5 feet and finally made. both lines open out into open channels of 
concrete inverts running down an open trench the sides of which we/.'e 
laid back at a ·slope of 45 degrees. These sloping sides were turfed above 
and reinforced by square pre-cast concrete slabs which rested below on the 
edge of the concrete inverts which formed a curved gutter of a third or a 
half circle. The end of the line of agricultural pipes was encased in the 
wall with which the end of the filled in trench was faced (fig. 3). 

On completion of the work on the two lines of contour drains, work was 
llOW commenced on the central stream of the valley. '1'he stream was 
straightened and its floor graded at a slope of 1 in 250. A bed of rubble 
was placed in the stream and in this prepared channel concrete inverts 
were laid in a straight line and 'cemented together. Where bends were 
unavoidable they were made as wide as possible. Where the slope of the 
stream bed was too steep the inverts were cascaded to break the force of 
the flow of water down the invert channel after heavy rain, as the force of 
this storm water is liable to displace the slabs and inverts. The sizes 
of the inverts used were 9,12 and 18 inches, according to the amount of 
water they were likely to carry. 

Trees also must be cleared from the banks of the invert channels up to 
a distance of eight to ten feet as growing roots will displace the slabs and 
inverts later if they are allowed to remain, and moreover, grass will not 
grow well over tree roots and our ultimate object is a smooth grassy valley. 
Tree clearing in this connexion was an aspect of work we could not do 
with sufficient thoroughness as in Tekong the valleys were all heavily 
treed, and as we had to work with as much speed as possible we left in 
places trees which we. would otherwise have felled; I hope these trees will 
be felled later. 

The last measure to be taken was to level the floor of the valley as 
smoothly as possible after the open draills and subsoil drains of the system 
had been completed. Old earth channels dug years previously,possibly 
for irrigation .purposes, were filled in with earth; earth ,ponds and wells 
and ordinary depressions in ,the ground were similarly filled. 
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fV. J. F. Craig 21 

A tributary valley entering Sphinx Valley on the right bank about half 
way down had also to be dealt with as A. maculatus were found there in 
seepages in the sides of the valley. The stream running down the valley 
flowed through a succession of pools which were fairly deep and dangerous. 
The valley was a good deal steeper than Sphinx and also narrower; in the 
upper portion the invert channel down the centre had to be. cascaded in 
steps almost all the way down to Sphinx Valley. 

To dry up the seep ages we put in a number of short arcs ·of subsoil 
drains along the right bank in the upper part of the valley. A few still 
shorter were also put in on the left bank; these short drains were very 
successful in drying up the dangerous seepages. 

THE ENGINEERING ASPECT OF DRAINING 'rHE VALLEY. 

In the foregoing account I have described the putting in of a subsoil 
drainage system in Sphinx Valley in detail as I saw the work carried out. 
But, although I asked for the work to be carried out, and described what 
I wanted done and why, it was the personnel of the Corps of Royal 
Engineers who did the work and it would be beyond me to describe how 
the making of surveys and the taking of levels, etc., is done. 

I therefore asked Qllartermaster-Serjeant Light, R.E., the foreman of 
works in immediate charge of this work on Tekong, to write a short account 
of this aspect of the work, which he very kindly did for me. 

Quartermaster-Serjeant Light's notes on this subject run as follows ;-

NOTES ON ANTI-MALARIA WORK AT PULAU TEKONG. 

At first it was decided to drain two valleys, but the num ber was increased 
to ten·owillg to an outbreak of malaria resulting in several deaths. As the 
process for each is the same only one will be described. 

(1) The first step is to decide on the area or extent of the valley to be 
drained by stUdying the map (if one exists) or by walking over the ground. 

(2) The next step is to determine the amount of available fall from the 
head of the work to its outfall; this is found by running a section of levels 
along the proposed line of the drain and carried out with the aid of a level 
which consists of a telescope mounted on three footscrews fixed to a tripod. 
On top of the telescope is a spirit level which is fixed parallel to the 
telescope. The spirit level (or bubble as it is commonly named) is brought 
to the centre of its run by manipulating the footscrews so that when the 
instrument is properly set up, all readings taken through the telescope will 
give the difference in level between the stations where the staff is placed. 
The staff is usually of wood, telescopic and fonrteen feet long. It is 
subdivided into feet, tenths of feet and hundred ths of feet. 

The section of levels is run as follows. A picket is driven into the bed 
of the stream at high water level and the staff stood on it. The level is set 
up at any convenient spot and a reading taken on the staff. The staff is 
then woved to another picket along the bed of the stream about 50 feet 
away and another reading taken. Assume the reading at picket No. 1 was 
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22 Anti-malaria Drainage Work in new Ohangi Oantonment 

8·72 feet and the second was 7·84 feet, then the difference is a rise of 0·88 feet. 
The level is then m9ved forward, set up, and a back reading on to No. 2 is 
taken. The staff is then moved forward to No. 3 and read; this gives the 
difference in height between 2 and 3, and so on. 

Each change of direction is recorded by taking a compass bearing and 
also the distance between each station or picket, so that on return to the 
office, a plan and section of the ground can be prepared. The amount of 
fall having been found, the fall of the pipe line can be plotted on the 
drawing. From this drawing the amount of excavation can be estimated 
and also the stores required. 

The size of channels and pipes can either be taken from a textbook or the 
flow measured, allowance being made for rainfall. The position and height 
of the outfaIl is next fixed by reference to the drawing. Excavation then 
commences at this point and the original course of the stream is followed 
as near as possible to save excavation, although a certain amount of straight
ening out has to be done. Level pickets are then driven every 15 to 20 feet, 
rising the required amount as shown on the drawing. The earth is excavated 
an extra 3 inches below the tops of pickets; this space is filled with broken 
stone to form a bed for the drain. Half or OI;te-third round pre-cast con
crete channels in two feet lengths are then laid in straight lines with 
easy sweeping bends at cbanges of direction. Space is left between each 
channel to allow ground water to enter the channel. The earth is then 
trimmed back from the edge of the channel to a slope of lover It and 
pre-cast concrete slabs laid. The slabs are 18 by 18 by It inches. The 
joints between slabs are then pointed with cement mortar. The practice 
on Pulau Tekong has been as follows: Where the excavation is less than 
5 feet, concrete channels are used, and for depths over 5 feet agricultural 
drain pipes are substituted. For agricultural pipes a slope of 1 in 300 is 
givell; for inverts 1 in 100 to 1 in 300. It was found that slopes of 1 in 200 
or steeper were self-cleaning but inverts laid at 1 in 200 to 1 in 300 got 
choked with sticks and leaves and required clearing once or twice a week to 
prevent breeding ... The agricultural drain pipes are laid in the same manner 
as the channels, except that the top twocthirds of tbe joints between the pipes 
are covered with puddled clay: this prevents sand and earth from entering 
the pipe while it allows the water to pass up through the bottom, in addition 
to percolating through the wall of the pipe to a very slight extent. Some
times the depth of the trench is too great owing to steep ground; in this 
case a step up in the pipe line is made by bringing a vertical pipe to the 
surface of the ground with two holes in its sides, one facing the original 
pipe line and the other on the opposite side at a higher level facing the new 
pipe line. The top of the pipe is covered with a concrete cap. Vertical 
pipes are also brought up every hundred feet or so, for inspection purposes. 

Seepages were found ill several places on the banks of the valley, to 
which short runs of pipe were laid dischargiug ·into the main. In Sphinx 
and Tekong Besar valleys the drains were dug through very sticky clay; 
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W. J. F. Oraig 23 

therefore, earth was dug from the hanks and filled into the trenches; the 
clay was used for filling depressions. 

Washing places were provided in the main channels for local inhabitants 
and the holes originally dug by them were filled in. 

In Sphinx and Tekong Besar Valleys the following stores were used :-
18 inch diameter half round inverts . . . . 1,322 F. R. 
12 .. .. 1,455 F.R. 

9 .. .,...... .. 1,644 F.R. 
8 " agricultura.l drain pipes 830 F. R. 
6 " .. 3,913 F.R. 
4"" "" .. 1,008 F.R. 

18 X 18 X I! inch concrete slabs " approx. 3,000 
Total F.R. of dra.inage = 10,172 F.R. 

The work took 258 working days with an average of 1 krani or overseer, 
10 mandores or foremen, and 84 men per day. The pay of these men 
amounted to $14,764'95=£1,722 lIs. 6!d. 

In addition to the drainage work, 1,400 trees were felled and cleared 
away. 'fhe trees were felled for 25 feet each side of the subsoil pipes and 
5 feet each side of the inverts. Big holes and large areas of low lying ground 
also had to be filled. 

The labour was recruited locally (all Malays) and the men carried out 
the work very well considering that they were all fishermen and knew 
nothing about land drainage. 

THE EFFECT OF THE DRAINAGE. 

The most gratifying feature of this anti-malaria drainage work is the 
magical effect it has almost immediately. Before the work was finished off 
the unpleasant tropical swamp we had known a few weeks before had been 
replaced by a firm grassy valley bathed in sunshine thanks to the clearing 
away of the trees. This rapid result of their work may have been the 
reason why the personnel of the Royal Engineers concerned at once 
became warm supporters of the valley drainage work. Whether this was 
so or not, at all events the scheme was found to work better than we 
expected and the money it had cost was justified. 

The real object of the work, viz., to eradicate malaria in the immediate 
neighbourhood was also very satisfactorily obtained, for malaria amongst 
the Chinese coolies living in the lines above the valley decreased steadily 
as the work advanced towards completion. 

The malaria which had been occurring on the island about this time 
started in the Sphinx labour force. As the number of cases decreased at 
Sphinx the disease broke out in the Tekong Besar lines, about a mile and a 
half further to the East. Encouraged by our success at Sphinx we started a 
similar dminage scheme in the valley behind Tekong Besar which was 
similar to Sphinx Valley in most respects, but not so long. Here also 
A. maculat1ls was easily found in the larval state. We had started this 
work before· finishing the Sphinx system. Working here along the 
same lines, we were rewarded with equally satisfactory results in that we 

. got firm, dry, grassy ground and a controlled flow of surf~ce and ground 
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2L1 Anti-malaria Drainage Work in new Ohangi Oantonment 

water, instead of a valley in which a stream meandered through.a swamp. 
But here the ma.Iaria did not disappear so ·rapidly. It was not until later 
that with the assistance of the staff of the Rural Health Department, we 
found A. maculatus larval were breeding in the underground galleries.· At 
entrances and at low points in these galleries, muddy, clayey water 
collected and in these collections of water, particularly below shafts, these 
larval were to be found. Up to then I had thought that A. macttlafus 
would not breed except in the clear water of valley streams and seepages, 
but apparently the insect is not so particular when driven from its favourite 
breeding sites.- Some difficulty was experienced in dealing with these 
breeding places as we could not oil them on account of the oil interfering 
with the setting of the concrete, but we used petrol successfully until in 

. ANTI-MALARIA DRAINAGE 

CONCRETE INVfRTED 
D'AAINtI-
AQJtICULTURAL PIPE 
DltAIN -------
PROTecTED AREA, -.-.-.
CONTOUR - Vt:ATICAL 
INTERVAJ...S OF251'l:ET 

TIDA.L AREA 

TIDAl. AREA 

FIG; 4. 

the course of the work the galleries were pumped dry. From tbis time the 
number of cases of malaria on tbe island bas been negligible and no case 
has occurred amongst British troops. 

In tbe meantime Dr. Spink, the Rural Health Officer, Singapore, 
informed us that, by virtue of the Anti-mosquito Ordinance of the Straits 
Settlements Legislation, and if the work was to be of public benefit, 
we could treat all swamps and valleys around our barracks up to the 
edge of a circle of balf mile radius from the perimeter of tbe barracks 
in all directions, without having to buy the land we wanted to drain. 
'l'his sounds simple but it must be remembered that we are dealing with a 
tropical island where the vegetation is very dense and where the rainfall is. 
about 100 inches a year. Moreover, the greater part of the ground with 
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w. J. F. Oraig 25 

which we were now attempting to deal was only about a foot or two above 
high water level,.alld so the problem was rather one of water control than 
of subsoil drainage. 

Fig. 4 is a contoured map of the area prepared by Quartermaster
Serjeant Light, to whom. I am much indebted. The arcs of circles 
show the half-mile protection. zones. From these it can be seen that 
the whole area has been nearly completely treated with the exception 
of a valley far out. to the north-east of rrekong Besar. Experience has 
definitely shown that the nearer the breeding site, the greater is the risk 
of malaria, but this valley is separated by a well wooded and fairly high hill 
and so the risk of infection from this direction is probably slight. It is 
acting on knowledge such as this that priority of work is mainly decided. 
The work is done generally from the centre of the circle outwards. The 
actual presence of A. maculatus larVal is the factor of most importance in 
deciding the order in which the work is to be done. 

Commencing with the Sphinx Tributary Valley and the lower portion 
of Sphinx Valley the Royal Engineers now proceeded to carry out the 
drainage of eight more systems. These systems consisted largely of con
crete surface drains designed to hring the sluggish, winding streams 
running over the flat plains almost at sea level into control and to replace 
them with straight, well graded, concrete channels by which the water was 
led off quickly to the sea. Further up their courses, where these channels . 
can be made deep, a great deal of ground water flows into them through· 
the spaces at the junction between the inverts. The gradient of these open 
channels is l{ept usually at 1 in 250. and .this gives a fairly rapid flow. 
'l'he total volume of water led away daily by the channels, therefore, 
must be many times that of the, natural streams. But they must not be 
put in unless a good flow of water in them is assured. 

Experience has had to be our teacher in this respect and has shown 
that where the channels were carried too far up the valleys, they are 
apt to run dry and tiny collections of water at the invert junctions can and 
do provide sufficient water for the A. maculatus larVal to hatch out. 

The four ravines shown on the map were originally four streams 
crossing a triangular plain, and except for putting in sub-soil drains 
around their source in the shape of a tennis racquet frame which had 
the effect of removing seepages, and starting off the concrete channel 
with a good flow of water, the remainder of the work consisted for 
the most part in straightening and concreting original streams. The 
chief problem here concerned the outfall to the sea. If the channel 
could be led into a tidal mangrove swamp all was well, but where the 
outlet was on a sandy beach, the difficulty of keeping the mouth of 
the channel free from silting up was considerable. T.he reason for this 
is that on all beaches in these waters a sand dune tends to form along the 
seashore a little behind the high water line. This sand dune is formed 
partly by silt brought down by the rivers in flood and partly by a combina
tion of monsoon winds and high tides which tend to pile up the sand along 
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26 Anti-malaria Drainage Work m new Ohangi Oantonment 

the sea-front. Smaller rivers cannot break through this barrier and· so 
are forced to deviate to right or left and run parallel to the sea. This 
is what causes lagoon and swamp formation. 

'I'o return to our problem, in this connexion we are now finding that 
we must either cut a channel for our drainage outlets deeply through the 
sand ridge and make it wide with strongly reinforced sides; or else we 
must tunnel through the sand and put in wide bore concrete cylinders 
leading the water cbannel out beyond the beach sand on to the beginning 
of the mud. Unless the outlet is wide and strong it not only silts up with 
sand brought in or banked up by the tide, but it gets readily broken up by 
the force of the waves. 

FORE-SHORE DRAINAGE. 

Our last effort on Pulau Tekong was to try tbe effect of reclaiming a 
foreshore swamp by means of underground drainage. Below tbe cliff to 
the south-west of Tekong Besar there was a swampy flat between the cliff 
and the sea. By putting in subsoil drains along the bottom of the cliff in 
the shape of horse-shoes, tbe sides of the borse-shoes forming the outlets 
to the sea, w·e were most successful in obtaining a firm, dry field in the 
centre of tbe shoe. This has been made into a football ground which is a 
most welcome asset to the troops of the Royal Artillery stationed tbere. 

GENERAL REVIEW of DRAINAGE WORK ON PULAU TEKONG. 

For the benefit of the readers of this article who know the island of 
Tekong and wbo might rightly claim that the island has not yet been freed 
of mosquitoes, I must basten to state that the work which I have described 
above has been designed almost entirely to eradicate the malaria carrying 
mosquitoes. Aedes and culex mosquitoes, which are of course not carriers 
of malaria, still breed out of empty cocoanut shells and in the water at the 
bases of nipab palm leaves, and as cocoanut growing is quite· one of the 
industries of the island, it will not be easy to get rid of these mosquitoes 
entirely. But so far as the object was to get rid of the anopheline mosquito, 
this has been very satisfactorily attained, certainly as far as A. maculotus 
is concerned. This mosquito is the malaria problem on Tekong, for 
A. hyrcanus (sinensis) and A. kochi, which are the other most common 
anopheline larval to be found here, are not regarded as malaria carriers at 
all. Although it is perhaps a little early to say so, yet it is the case that 
before the anti-malaria drainage work on the island was started, malaria 
was prevalent in an epidemic and virulent form; 79 per cent of the cases 
which occurred in the 1934 outbreak were subtertian malaria, of which a 
certain number were fatal: During the last ten months there have been 
no caseR of malaria among the military personnel and employees living on 
the islaud, that is since the drainage work was nearing completion or 
completed in the more important valleys. I hope aud believe that this 
state of affairs will continue. 

(1'0 be continued.) 
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